
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an assurance analyst. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for assurance analyst

Design and code smart sophisticated testing framework in Python for test
automation in Enterprise Datawarehouse and Analytics
Works closely with the QA, DevOps and BA teams to understand automation
requirements for accuracy and efficiency in fast pace Agile environment
Partners with cross business \ functional\ global QA & Controls programs and
teams
Ability to analyze results and efficiently communicating these back to the
respective team
Responsible for continuously improving the quality of the company’s product
line by preventing, quickly detecting, and validating product and process
defects, to deliver market and customer driven business results
Participate in the core development process as both a consumer and a
supplier of artifacts to ensure the delivery of quality software applications
Evaluate the test results, prepare change requests and generate measures to
assess the product quality - Measurement will include code and requirement
coverage, cost/coverage tradeoffs, and defect management to quantify the
progress and identify risks with the associated test execution statistics
Work with an integrated team of developers, product managers, product
owners, and system analysts for test planning, test driven development, and
product validation (white and black box testing, regression validation, and
user acceptance story tests)
Support the production release process, which includes the ability to work
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Qualifications for assurance analyst

Ability to make decisions and propose recommendations to mitigate or
reduce risk to firm
Minimum 4+ years of quality assurance testing experience or related Chase
Paymentech experience
1-3 years’ experience in a quality assurance role
Experience in manual testing for web-based technologies
Proficiency in testing complex integrations
Experience with a functional test automation tool such as Selenium or QTP


